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The high-quality canopy is not only very weather-
resistance and robust, it can also be used flexibly. This 
way the spacious viewing windows allow for a view 
overlooking in all directions when the rain cover is closed. 
On sunny days, the side windows can be rolled up and at 
the same the UV-resistant cover protects the child from 
the sunlight.

A robust and reliable stainless steel rod forms the solid 
base for the rain cover. Quickly put together, easily 
installed and stored securely and compact in the supplied 
packing bag. This way it can also be carried away in the 
closed basket.

General

Continuously updated installation instructions are 
available in German and in other languages at our 
download portal:

https://muli-cycles.de/de/downloads
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 CAUTION!  Risk of injury
 A stem adapter which is extended too far can 

break.

→  Make sure never to fix the stem adapter for 
the ride above the MIN/MAX marking shown in 
Fig. 1. The maximum extension position is 
merely for turning the handlebar in the park 
situations.

This manual uses the following text types and lists:

1 Instructions (in fixed order)
→ Guidelines (in any order)

This manual uses the following symbols and/or labels:

 The warning triangle in combination with the word 
“WARNING” indicates hazards that could result in 
sever personal injuries or death.

 The warning triangle in combination with the word 
“CAREFUL” indicates hazards that could result in 
slight personal injuries and property damages.

 The circled exclamation mark indicates important 
additional information.

List of 
textiles used

Symbols / Labels used

Assembly instructions

 WARNING!  Risk of falling
 Too low handlebar height can cause the 

braking lever to bump into the cover. This can 
result in sever falls.

→ After installing the cover set the handlebar 
height such that the handlebar, the braking 
lever and the cover do not collide even with 
full steering angle.

FIG.1
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 CAUTION!  Risk of breakage
 Inserting the bows in the holder can create a 

large leverage force on the rod which can 
bend the bows if force is applied. 

→  Avoid large horizontal pressure on the metal 
bows if they are inserted in the holder. 

1 Loosen the handlebar quick release and take the 
handlebar in the upper position up to the 
maximum extension marking. (Fig. 2)

2 Put the frame rods together. (Fig. 3)

3 Insert the large rods in the two front frame 
holders and the small rods in the two rear 
holders. (Fig. 4)

4 Pull the rain cover from the front over the frame 
rods. In doing so, make sure that it is placed at 
the front over the basket basin. Only then can it 
be pulled with slight force at the back over the 
basket stopper. (Fig. 5)

FIG.3

FIG.2
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FIG.5

5 Then, insert the cover over the steering side 
bows and pull it left and right over the basket 
stopper. (Fig. 6)

6 Slide the handlebar tension rope of the rain 
cover under the pipe on which the basket sits 
and fix it in the holder. (Fig. 7)

7 Finally, tighten the rain cover at the front by 
passing the elastic band under the frames on the 
steering pipe and clicking in the cover. (Fig. 8)

8 The position of the handlebar can now be 
changed again and adjusted to the desired riding 
position. The handlebar should never be fixed 
above the max. position for riding. At the same 
time, the handlebar should rotate freely over the 
cover. It should not bump against the cover - see 
Instructions page 5.

FIG.6

FIG.4
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FIG.7

FIG.8

The window of the rain cover can be rolled up and fixed in 
rolled-up position. In warm days, this provides children 
with sun protection from above and fresh air from the 
sides. There is also a small loop on the inner side of the 
window for winding up to half height.

1 Open the zipper on both sides of the window 
and roll up the window compact with both 
hands. (Fig. 9)

2 Hold the band which is fixed to the inside of the 
cover and slide the loop around the toggle on 
the outer side of the canopy. (Fig. 10)

3 The cover is not rolled for fixing the window at 
half height. There is a loop on the inside of the 
window. Hook this loop in the toggle on the 
outside of the canopy. Pull the zipper to the 
corresponding half-opening position. (Fig. 11)

Rolling up the window

 Make sure to tuck the bands in the pocket on 
the inside of the canopy if not used.
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FIG.11

FIG.10

FIG.9
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Folding instructions

 CAUTION!  Risk of breakage
 Incorrect or too frequent folding can result in 

cracks in the transparent window material.

→  Make sure to follow the folding instructions 
when you fold the cover for storage. 

Please read these folding instructions carefully and 
remember the folding steps.

1 Place the cover on a flat surface. First, put it 
together as shown. Make sure the window 
material is not at the edge on the sides but 
terminates at the edge of the black textile. (Fig. 12) 

2 Then, fold the side tips. (Fig. 13)

3 Fold the entire cover about in the middle. (Fig. 14)

4 Fold the cover a second time by half, at 90° 
angle to the first folding. (Fig. 15)

5 Now you can store the cover including the metal 
bows in the supplied bag and obtain a compact 
pack size. (Fig. 16)

FIG.13

FIG.12
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FIG.14

FIG.15

FIG.16
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